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Title: Evelyn LeMone collection
Identifier/Call Number: MS.P.020
Contributing Institution: Special Collections and Archives, University of California, Irvine Libraries
Language of Material: English
Physical Description: 0.2 Linear feet(1 box)
Date (inclusive): 1959-1972
Abstract: This collection is from Evelyn LeMone, director of the LeMone School of Interpretive Ballet. There are dance magazines, clippings from the Los Angeles area newspapers, and performance programs from the fifth and sixth Pacific Regional Ballet Festival, the Pasadena Junior Ballet, and the LeMone Concert Dancers.
Creator: LeMone, Evelyn
Access
The collection has not been processed. It may contain restricted materials. Please contact the Department of Special Collections and Archives in advance to request access.
Collection Scope and Content Summary
This collection is from Evelyn LeMone, director of the LeMone School of Interpretive Ballet. There are dance magazines, clippings from the Los Angeles area newspapers, and performance programs from the fifth and sixth Pacific Regional Ballet Festival, the Pasadena Junior Ballet, and the LeMone Concert Dancers.